Each DP Plus 44 Switch requires a Power Inserter on port 1

- DP34s can be trunked onto DP Plus 44s: receivers connected to DP34s will only see up to three orbital locations, and legacy receivers connected to DP34s will require DP Adapters.
- When Legacy receivers are installed, refer to the DISH Pro Plus 44 Switch Installation Guide for proper LNBF-to-Switch connectivity.
- Refer to TIB "Receivers that Support the DP Plus 44 Switch" for the latest receiver software support information.
- Grounding according to the National Electric Code (NEC) and all local electrical codes is required.

Each DISH Pro Plus receiver connected to a DP Plus 44 must use a DP Plus Separator placed as close as possible to the receiver for the single-cable, DISH Pro Plus receiver (dual tuner) installation advantage.